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The Carnivals
Prior to and following the last War, there was always quite a social aspect to the Village.
This culminated in the restarting of the Woodbury Carnivals,  after the War had finished.
After such a long period of hard graft, and with many of the men being away at war for a
considerable time, people just wanted to have some fun. There exists a formidable array
of old carnival pictures, and some of these appear here. Each carnival would have a
“Mayor” and a “Queen”. Both were required to sell a maximum number of tickets to
attain the post. In particular the contest for Mayor was extremely hard fought, and “dirty
tricks” were not unknown, although all in good fun! There was always a Carnival football
match at which Perce Sharland had the hereditary position of “Doctor”, and revived the
flagging teams with his vast array of coloured water carried in his doctor’s bag. In those
days the fun was good  honest fun, and a good time was had by all. The annual carnival
procession would line up from a starting point at the top of Oakhayes Lane, and stretch
back to the old Webbers Farm to Jack Nash’s butchers shop. Here they would be judged
before the procession around the village took place. There was a Carnival Season each
Autumn, and many of the tableaux would visit neighbouring villages, and I myself
remember going to Exminster and East Budleigh in a flying machine, which skimmed the
trees as it went along. In those days no one seemed to take any notice of danger!

Two or three marching bands would be in attendance, and many solo artistes would be in
fancy dress, all collecting money for a good cause as they went along. A carnival fair was
always set up on the Green for the week, and I well remember going up on a “Big Wheel”
on the Green, and watching a motor cyclist going round and round on the Wall of Death.
Those were the days!

The carnivals went on until the late 50’s, when things seemed to change. Television,
which had been introduced in the early 1950’s took a greater hold on people’s spare time,
and a general lack of new organising blood took its toll, so in the end the carnivals faded
out. However, the memories survive!

During these years no-one was very flush with money, and the carnival tableaux had to
be built on a shoestring budget, with whatever one could get hold of. Nearly all the
exhibits were based on an agricultural trailer, which had to be made available several
weeks before the event. This was not always convenient if there was a late harvest, as the
trailers would be required for hauling the sheaves of corn. Some of the more commercial
entries would be lorry based, and so could be more elaborate.

In those days there were no rules and regulations regarding health and safety, and there
were remarkably few accidents. Farmers had to get special dispensation from their
insurance companies, and the Police generally turned a blind eye as to if you had any
brakes or not! Each village organisation would spend many weeks creating their exhibits
in an atmosphere of maximum security, not wishing to give their competitors an edge!
The following pictures depict some of the end products.

I have tried to name as many people as possible, but after 70 years the memory has got
a bit hazy on all of them!

RS.
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Neil Widgery - headmaster, as the trumpeter. Pigs ‘trunnel’ to carry off wounded footballers!
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Norman Bowles (left back row),Neil Widgery (3rd left back row). Bill Chapman (right front row).

Ford family tableau
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Queens tableau at the head of the procession

“We Three Kings of Orient are “ Kathleen Stokes, Geoff Miller, Roger Stokes,?
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The Rowsell family

The Queen’s tableau
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Names not sure.

WB Hallett crowning Marion Alsopp as Queen
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“I had a little Nut tree”, Raymond Brown, Helen Middleton and Philip Middleton.

“The Exterminators”,  Roger Stokes (left), Nipper the dog (centre), Kathleen Stokes (right)
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Kathleen Stokes and Roger as Robin Hood
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“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”

“Snow White”: Gillian Hitchcock.  Dwarfs: Roger Stokes, Bob Miller, ? Clements, Ronnie Miller, Malcolm
Hitchcock, John Whilden, plus one other at the back maybe Victor Fox
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Hitchcock, John Whilden, plus one other at the back maybe Victor Fox

Harry Stokes on his horse “Salome”
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“While Shepherds watched their flocks by night” Kathleen Stokes (right), other unknown

The  Seven Dwarfs again
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Group pictured in Webbers Farmyard

Carnival Queen: Betty Vickery, with Bob Miller as pageboy and Joyce Ingleheart as Lady in Waiting. Others
can’t remember exactly, but think the blonde girl maybe Fay Sellick.
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Kathleen Stokes collecting money
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“The Wheelbarrow Race”. The big fellow is Perse Sharland, alias“The Doctor”on other days!

Unknown tableau
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More wheelbarrow racers

More wheelbarrow racers
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WI carnival tableau

Tim Sellek with his “Cottles Comet”, apparently Woodbury’s reply to Russia!
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Judith Sellek and friends
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Judith Sellek (with long legs!) And Carnival group. Joyce Ingleheart right

“One man went to mow” with Alan Middleton left, Cyril Rowsell centre and Victor Fox
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Carnival group

“Riders of the Range” with Joan Sellick and Trixie on ponys, Raymond Sellick and Brian Sellick.
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Carnival Comic Football Team

The “Doctor” attends the Queen Betty Vickery. Also in the picture are from left to right:H. Davey, Bill Francis,
B. Ledmond, Norman Bowles, Bill Boyland and Ron Mash
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Carnival group

“Riders of the Range” with Joan Sellick on pony, Raymond Sellick and Brian Sellick
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Carnival group on The Pound Cross
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Kathleen Stokes crowning Marion Alsopp as Queen 1950

Kathleen Stokes crowning Marion Alsopp as Queen 1950
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Perce Sharland leading the procession towing the Queen’s trailer

Patsy Marks is seen here as Queen, on her “Queenmobile”, ready for the off at the head of the
Carnival procession. Others in the picture are from left to right: Susan Williams, Pauline Page,

Gerald Brown, Barry Drew, Joan Hitchcock and Sylvia Watson
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Newspaper cutting 1957
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“The Armoured Rickshaw” with, from left to right: Sid Marks, Bill Chapman and Bill Francis.

Percy Stediford touting for a vote for Mayor, from Bert Stamp in the trap
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Roger Stokes as “The Sheik of Araby”
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Carnival tableau

Carnival tableau
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Carnival group

Tennis Club tableau 1953
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Tennis Club tableau 1951

Tennis Club tableau 1952
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Carnival group with Trixie Sellick left

Percy Stediford in his Mayoral transport
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Percy Stediford in his Mayoral transport. No expense spared!

Here Mrs Price is seen crowning Bonnie Pinch. All Queens were elected to their much sought after
position by who sold the most penny votes
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Norman Bowles on the campaign trail with his agent Neil Widgery the Headmaster of the School!
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Candidate for Mayor Maudie Yeo, with the economy model transport!
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Newspaper cutting
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Percy Stediford in his Mayoral transport
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The Ford family tableau

The picture above depicts the typical type of gathering which took place during and following
the crowning. Many village stalwarts can be seen amongst the large crowd
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Carnival group
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Perse Sharland, the carnival “doctor”, with Lewis Cornish on the right
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Young Farmers Club tableau

Young Farmers Club tableau
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Young Farmers Club tableau

Royal Transport with Marion Alsopp and Geoff Miller plus?
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Woodbury School tableau

If anyone has a Carnival picture which is not in this collection, I would love to have a
copy of it, so that it might be included in this record of Times Gone By!
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